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1. General presentation
Alsace – an iconic and exceptional
destination
At the heart of France’s Grand Est Region and in
Europe’s centre, Alsace benefits from close proximity
to Germany, Switzerland, Luxembourg and Belgium.
Its two departments, the Haut-Rhin and the BasRhin, merged on 1 January 2021 to form the European
Collectivity of Alsace.

Between the north and the south of Alsace,
three major cities stand out

© B. Salmanski - ADT

> Strasbourg, the seat of the European Parliament and
numerous European institutions, is a regional hub with
many visitor attractions including the cathedral, the
Petite France historic centre and the former German
imperial district of Neustadt, both UNESCO World
Heritage sites. Its history and architecture can be
explored all year round.
> Colmar, the capital of the wines of Alsace, delights
visitors with its beautiful historic centre. Typical and
charming, it transports visitors back in time, inviting them
to discover a rich and well-preserved heritage. Don’t miss
the Unterlinden Museum, which houses a masterpiece of
Rhenish Renaissance art: Matthias Grünewald’s Isenheim
Altarpiece.
> Mulhouse, the European capital of science and
technology museums, is home to an exceptional number
of museums. Visitors from all over the world come to
admire the unique collections – vintage cars at the Cité de
l’Automobile (automobile museum), remarkable textile
designs at the Musée de l’Impression sur Étoffes (museum
of printed textiles) or locomotives at the Cité du Train (the
biggest train museum in Europe).
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Key figures
Population

Tourism
1 884 150

Eurométropole de Strasbourg (33 municipalities)
Mulhouse (39 municipalities)
Colmar (20 municipalities)
Alsace as a % of Grand Est

Surface area

489 767
267 759
115 000
33.7 %

8 280 km²

Grand Est
Alsace as a % of Grand Est

57 433 km²
14.4 %

Natural heritage
> 2 nature parks: the Vosges du Nord and the Ballons
des Vosges Regional Nature Parks
> More than twenty nature reserves
> 7 long-distance hiking trails (GR)
> 11 000 km of waymarked trails in the 2 nature parks
> 324 Villes et Villages fleuris (Towns and Villages in
Bloom competition) so 1/3 of alsatian's cities.

Architectural and cultural heritage

Le Vaisseau (hands-on science museum) / Strasbourg

183 371

> 3 UNESCO World Heritage sites: Grande Île (1988) –
Neustadt (2017) in Strasbourg, and the fortified town of
Neuf-Brisach (2008)
> 1 collection listed on the UNESCO Memory of the
World Register: Beatus Rhenanus collection, kept at the
Humanist Library in Sélestat (2011)
> 5 Cities and Regions of Art and History: Mulhouse,
Pays de Guebwiller, Pays du Val d’Argent, Sélestat and
Strasbourg
> 5 “Most Beautiful Villages in France”: Eguisheim,
Riquewihr, Hunawihr, Mittelbergheim and Hunspach
> 3 Villages voted “French people’s favourite village”
(France 2 TV programme): Eguisheim (2013),
Kaysersberg (2017) and Hunspach (2020)
> 13 “Remarkable gardens” (label awarded by the
French Ministry of Culture)

The Little Prince theme park / Ungersheim

181 000

Major events

Source: INSEE 2013

TOP 10 most visited paid
attractions
Batorama (boat tours) / Strasbourg

785 144

Haut-Koenigsbourg Castle / Orschwiller

561 652

Monkey Mountain / Kintzheim

330 188

Zoological and Botanical Park / Mulhouse

325 537

Automobile Museum / Mulhouse
European Centre on Resistance and Deportation Struthof / Natzwiller
Unterlinden Museum / Colmar

206 081
200 427
186 167

Museum of Modern and Contemporary Art / Strasbourg 159 411
Source: Grand Est Regional Tourism Monitoring Agency – 2019

Getting to Alsace
By car
The motorway network
links Alsace with
Germany, Switzerland, the
Rhône Valley and Paris.

By plane
Flights to and from two
international airports:
> EuroAirport Basel-MulhouseFreiburg
> Strasbourg-Entzheim Airport.

By train
> Grand Est TGV Paris-Strasbourg
1h44
> Rhin-Rhône TGV Lyon –
Mulhouse 2h50
Night train Paris - Strasbourg Vienna from December 2021

> Christmas markets
> Carnivals in Strasbourg, Mulhouse, Erstein and Sélestat
> Colmar Wine Fair
> 20 music festivals

Recreational facilities
> 13 skiing areas
> 9 golf courses
> 420 km of navigable waterways
> 36 marinas and stopovers
> 2 500 km of cycle routes, including sections of the
Euroveloroutes 5, 6 and 15

Wine tourism
> 119 wine-growing municipalities
> 51 Grands crus
> 50 winepath

Accommodation
> 604 hotels and 46 residences - 50 000 beds in total
> 101 campsites - 10 000 pitches in total
> 5 800 rentals - 30 000 beds in total
> 190 establishments offering group accommodation 11 300 beds
Source: LEI Alsace – Grand Est Regional Tourism Monitoring Agency – September
2018
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Let's keep dreaming
Here, the unexpected flirts with the ordinary, it’s the details that count, and all
desires are fulfilled.
In every nook and cranny of the region, the identity of Alsace is eloquently expressed
and brings its history and culture alive. An invitation to discover and share.
With its emblematic sites and its secret corners, Alsace has all the makings of a
grand tour.

WELCOME TO ALSACE,
WELCOME HOME

© B. Salmanski - ADT
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Vineyards, mountains, towns, cities and villages,
traditions, food and drink, heritage, culture, wellbeing.
The destination’s charms attract visitors from all
over the world, who are captivated by the
pragmatism, optimism and open-mindedness of its
inhabitants.
At the heart of Europe, on the border with Germany
and directly linked to the Rhine, the region takes a
holistic approach to its development. It tells its
story, always, with passion and devotion.

© B. Salmanski - ADT

ORIGINAL AND PRIVATE
Alsace is loved for its strong sense of identity.
Half-timbered houses are a feature of all the
towns and villages. Local products are at the heart
of traditional dishes. In the sky, the storks draw
the gaze of walkers. And from the high-altitude
viewpoints, there is a surprising diversity of
spectacular panoramas.
Food-lovers will find exceptional culinary
adventures; sports enthusiasts can challenge
themselves on the unspoilt mountain peaks;
history and architecture buffs can soak up unique
atmospheres, and if you just want to take it easy,
there are plenty of quiet places to relax.
© B. Salmanski - ADT

"DREAMING OF ALSACE"
108 experiences to live and to share

(available in French, German, English and Dutch)

This guide is an ode to the identity of
Alsace, to its rich heritage and the
surprises that lie in store for visitors.
The 108 experiences give you a taste of
what to expect and invite you to
experience them and share them.
Whether it’s to find inspiration or to
prepare your trip, “Dreaming of Alsace”
reveals different, surprising and lesserknown facets of the destination.
Choose your dream experience in
Alsace and download the guide from
visit.alsace.
7.

2. See Alsace through the eyes of…

Five different people who spent a dream week or weekend in Alsace with friends or family this
summer. Let’s review the highlights of their trips – it might inspire you to new desires.

Aurélie

_Mulhouse

■

CITY TRIP FRIENDS
CULTURE

■

_Strasbourg

■ WEEKEND

A young big-city person who likes to keep up with the latest
trends, Aurélie loves art, good food and exploring new places
with her best friend Léa.
This summer, she chose Alsace as her destination for
a discovery weekend. Let’s look back at the highlights
of her exploration of three Alsatian cities – a trip rich in
laughter, wonderment, and shared discoveries and
experiences.
What Aurélie likes about travelling/
train journeys, discovering new things and being
wowed by what she sees.
Her best memory of the trip/
the engine cutting out in the middle of the boat trip on
the Ill in Strasbourg #panic

For her next lsace
city break in A
"CITY BREAK"
HER RECOMMENDATIONS

3 CITIES 3 DIFFERENT ATMOSPHERES

Le Graffitipolis _Mulhouse
Where/ In the city centre, underneath
the Kinepolis cinema. What/ An urban
art project in an underground car park,
that’s visited like a museum. With/ A
camera and an open mind.

_Sélestat
Not surprisingly, having been awarded the
“Ville d'art et d'histoire” quality label,
Sélestat has a rich artistic and cultural
heritage, including its traditions and the
Renaissance treasures of the Bibliothèque
Humaniste.

The Graffalgar Hotel _Strasbourg
Where/ A stone’s throw from Strasbourg
train station. What/ A hotel in which all
the rooms are decorated by street
artists. With/ Your best friend or current
love.
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_Mulhouse
A hive of creativity, this city is an adventure
playground for urban explorers. Shaped by
a glorious industrial past, it inspires artists
of all disciplines.
_Strasbourg
A vibrant city with a unique personality.
Visitors love to soak up the distinctive
atmosphere of Europe’s capital, a
delightful combination of architectural
heritage and trendy new venues.

"Dans le noir"
The Strasbourg Hilton’s
unique sensory dining
experience
page 28
Le Printemps du Retable
Cultural program
in Colmar
page 37

_Sélestat

Adrien

ROAD TRIP

■ FRIENDS ■ NATURE ■ THRILLS AND SPILLS

Adrien loves thrills and spills and having a good time with his friends. He’s always on the lookout for
something new and exciting to try. He took Antoine and Lucas along in his van for a road trip across Alsace.
The trio stopped off in Alsace for a few days.
They had planned part of their programme in advance,
but for the remainder of the trip Adrien and his friends
left themselves open to opportunities. All three are
students, in different disciplines, and they enjoy getting
together during the summer to relax and have a good
time together.
Let’s see what they got up to on this free-wheeling
adventure.
What Adrien likes about travelling/
The freedom his van gives him to go where he wants
and try out new experiences.
His best memory of the trip/
Their reaction to the meal served in the farmhouse
they stayed in after a long hike. "Wow, how are we
going to carry on walking after this?”

_Lake of Altenweiler

For his nextce
trip to Alsa

_Lauterbourg

HIS TOP OF THE LIST ACTIVITIES:

The People Hostel
Strasbourg’s youth hostel
with a difference
page 31
Taka Beer Spa
France’s first beer spa,
in Strasbourg
page 18

The Stride Bike Park_Strasbourg
Where/ In the Cronenbourg district, in a covered, fully fitted out venue. What/ The biggest
indoor bike park in Europe catering for all styles, all ages and all levels of difficulty. With/
Protective gear, courage and perseverance.
Décibulles Music Festival_Neuve-Église
Where/ In the Vallée de Villé, in the Vosges between Strasbourg and Colmar. What/ A
friendly festival combining an eclectic musical programme with a chance to taste a variety of
craft beers. With/ A group of friends who enjoy singing and dancing.
Alsa-Surf _Lauterbourg
Where/ In northern Alsace, at the "Les Mouettes" watersports centre. What/ A surf spot in
the heart of Alsace, complete with sandy beach and palm trees/ A place to relax, have fun
and leave your cares behind. Whith/ Friends or the family, there’s something for everyone.

INTO THE WILD
_The Northern Vosges and the Ballons des Vosges Regional Nature Parks
One in the south, the other in the north. At opposite ends of the region geographically, their natural and cultural
heritages complement one another. In the Northern Vosges it’s the forests that fascinate visitors, while in the Ballons
des Vosges, travellers are captivated by the mountainous landscapes.
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_Sélestat

Sophie

_Obersteinbach

■

WELL-BEING NATURE
COUNTRYSIDE

■

■ SLOW

For Sophie, relaxation is an art to be cultivated. Seeking a
few days of tranquillity, she chose Alsace for a leisurely
getaway with her friend Cyrielle.
Their aim for the trip was to find a cosy cocoon in
which to unwind and recharge their batteries, and the
girls certainly found plenty of good vibes. Being a
dynamic duo, they decided to keep on the move and
explore a number of Alsatian well-being offers. Thanks
to the good food, immersion in nature and refreshing
siestas, it was a getaway that was good for the body
and the mind.
What Sophie likes about travelling/
When time becomes less important than calm,
contentment, relaxing, and taking pleasure in the
moment.
Her best memory of the trip/
Trying her hand at pottery and creating a vase that was
perhaps a little too contemporary for its time. Unsung
talent maybe?!

HER ZEN MOMENTS IN ALSACE
The forest with a "Forêt d'exception®"
label_Haguenau
Where/ In the heart of a peaceful
and unspoilt natural environment.
What/ A forest bathing session.
With/ People prepared to try
something new.
Yonaguni spa_Obernai
Where/ On the Alsace Wine
Route. What/ An avant-garde spa
that awakens all the senses. With/
Your best friend or current love.
Bleu Minuit _Obersteinbach
Where/ In the heart of the natural
environment in northern Alsace.
What/ A group of lodges with allround picture windows and
skylights – ideal for stargazing.
With/ People who want to
reconnect with nature and with
their inner selves.
Les Portes Bonheur _Rosheim-St Nabor
Where/ At the foot of the majestic
Mont Sainte-Odile. What/ An 11kilometre greenway. With/ People
looking to enjoy a leisurely
getaway.
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SOPHIE'S FEEL-GOOD TRAVEL PLAYLIST
_Feeling good
Nina Simone
_Je t'emmène au vent
Louise Attaque
_Bitter sweet symphony
The Verve

For her nextce
visit toAlsa

_Haguenau

The Municipal Baths
Well-being right in the
centre of Strasbourg
page 19
Nutchel Glamping
To recharge your batteries
in the Bruche valley
page 32

_Obernai

Musée de l'automobile - Collection Schlumpf
_Mulhouse

Lake of Altenweiher
_Munster Valley

Check out their five
Alsatian adventures
on YouTube

Place du Beffroi
_Obernai

Bistrot & Chocolat
_Strasbourg

_Kruth's Lake

Jean-Pierre
■

CYCLING LOCAL PRODUCTS
AND CRAFTS

■ WINE ■ ARTS

Jean-Pierre, who likes the good things in life, set out for a
few days with his friends to discover a different side of
Alsace and its regional cuisine. This cycling trip gave them a
good taste of all things Alsatian.
For Jean-Pierre, travelling is all about freedom and
personal enrichment – spending as much time as
possible outdoors, going where he wants when he
wants, meeting local people and finding out what their
lives are really like. In Alsace, he chose to share a
slice of life with his partner and his friends – who are
equally as energetic and curious as he is. The happy
band had a great time and really enjoyed their ride
through the peace and tranquillity of Alsace.

_Kaysersberg

For his next
trip to Alsace

The 70th anniversary of the
Alsace Wine Route in 2023
Program in preparation.
page 44

What Jean-Pierre likes about travelling/
Meeting people. He loves soaking up the local history
and culture and finding true authenticity.
His best memory of the trip/
Meeting so many friendly Alsatians, all passionate
about their region and its culture.

The Upper Alsace Memorial
in Dannemarie
page 26

_Hartmannswillerkopf

_Obernai
_Guebwiller

_Gertwiller

HAVE FUN CYCLING IN ALSACE
A safe cycle ride for all the family along an
Alsatian cycle route _Saverne
What/ Starting from the marina, follow
the Marne to Rhine canal for a lovely
bike ride. With/ Kids, bikes and
helmets.
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Visit three countries and have fun borderhopping _the Three Countries Itinerary
What/ An easy-to-cycle greenway,
starting in France and passing through
Germany and Switzerland. With/ The
family or a group of friends – on a
sunny afternoon in Alsace.

Cross the Vosges Mountains on a mountain
bike and really get away from it all _Vosges
Mountains
What/ A legendary 420-kilometre route
divided into 14 stages. With/ The right
equipment
and
fellow
cycling
enthusiasts ready to take up the
challenge.

Céline

FAMILLE

■ CULTURE ■ GUIDED TOURS■ GOOD DEALS

Céline is a super-busy mum who’s always organising fun family activities. She brought her
tribe to Alsace so they could unwind and spend some quality time together.
When Céline, David, Luce and Léo go on holiday, they like to
stay in places where there’s plenty to do and see. Céline loves
the countryside, but she also likes to visit well-known sites and
monuments with all the family. In Alsace, she found you can get
out of the city and into the countryside in just a few minutes.
They went from staying overnight in a wooden caravan in the
centre of Strasbourg to finding out all about the region’s history
at the Alsace Ecomuseum. The perfect compromise for a week’s
holiday.
What she likes about travelling/
Being in the countryside, visiting museums and attractions, and
above all having fun with the family!
Her best memory of the trip/
The birds of prey swooping inches above the heads of the
spectators at the "Volerie des Aigles" birds of prey show. It was a
close shave for everyone!

_Electropolis

_Ecomusée d'Alsace
_Strasbourg

_Fleckenstein castle

For the next time
they come to Alsace

Tous aux Châteaux
(Off to the Castles!) on 1 May
Events organised in the
castles of Alsace
page 39
Argentin educational farm
10 hectares of fun and
interactive discovery in
central Alsace
page 21

_Haut-Koenigsbourg castle

CÉLINE’S RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUN FAMILY ACTIVITIES
The Volerie des Aigles (Eagle Park)_Kintzheim Castle
Where/ Not far from Haut-Koenigsbourg Castle and the Montagne des Singes
(Monkey Park). What/ A wildlife park where you can admire the world’s most
impressive birds of prey. With/ Children of all ages – it’s a spectacular show.
Le Vaisseau_Strasbourg
Where/ Not far from the Presqu'île Malraux, in the heart of the Neudorf district.
What/ An interactive and user-friendly science and technology discovery centre.
With/ Curiosity, energy and a desire to discover the rich and fascinating world of
science and technology in a fun way.
La Cité du Train-French railway heritage museum heritage_Mulhouse
Where/ In a city shaped by its industrial heyday. What/ The biggest railway
museum in Europe, featuring several exhibition areas and numerous activities.
With/ Your inner child (if you’re already a grown-up) and a desire to have fun (if
you’re still one of the little ones).
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_Sélestat

3. Alsace's Tourism Trophies
The Tourism Trophies are awarded to initiatives that enhance the tourism potential of the
Destination Alsace. This year, eight award-winners were selected from 70 candidates:

tes
70 candida
8 Awards

ACCOMMODATIONS
48° Nord Landscape Høtel_Breitenbach
What/ Scandinavian design in the
heart of the natural environment.
Yonaguni spa_Obernai
What/ An avant-garde spa that
awakens all the senses.

SITES & EXPERIENCES
Chemin des cimes_Drachenbronn
What/
A
1,050-metre-long
treetop walk.
Immersive tour of the Zeyssolff
Winery_Gertwiller
What/ An immersive 180° tour of
the wine cellar.
Philippe Beaud’s Outdoor Escape Game
_Bourbach-Le-Haut
What/ The infinite possibilities of
the mountains as a backdrop for
outdoor games.
Cahier de vacances (Holiday activities
book, in French only)_Villé
What/ A fun way for kids to learn
all about the area and test their
knowledge.

SERVICES
Patchguard_Mulhouse
What/ A dog-sitting
available at tourist sites.

service

Hopla Truck _Colmar
What/ Takeaway meals prepared
by local chefs for students during
the pandemic.

All 70 candidates reflect the dynamism of local
economic actors who have – in what has been a
challenging period – successfully proposed new services
or facilities that will enhance Alsace’s tourism offering.
With energy and determination, they have made
significant investments during the crisis recovery period,
designing and developing projects adapted to visitors’
new expectations.

Some great surprises!
Find out more about 46 of the most outstanding projects
– including the innovative Yonaguni Spa at the Parc
Hôtel, the Patchguard dog-sitting service, and the 48°
Nord Landscape Høtel, as well as visiting authentic
Alsace on a Segway® and enjoying a fondue on a
pontoon by the Ill River in Strasbourg:
Édition 2021 - Trophées du Tourisme (tropheesdutourisme.alsace)
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4. Sites, facilities and services

North to South

Along the crossing of the Vosges Massif, six Ütes (huts) to help hikers stay on track >
GR®53 from WISSEMBOURG to SAVERNE
Six wooden huts, fitted out with benches and
information panels, have been dotted
strategically along the GR®53, providing hikers
with a place to sit down for a moment and enjoy
the view. The Ütes, as they are known, from the
Alsatian Hütte (hut) have been installed in
Baerenthal beside the Arnsbourg restaurant, at
the foot of Wasenbourg Castle in Niederbronnles-Bains, in the Garden of Poets at La Petite
Pierre, in Obersteinbach, Petit Wingen and Rott.
The initiative aims to promote the GR hiking
trail and help hikers stay on track; the frames of
the huts are painted red, echoing the rectangular
red waymarking of the GR®53, known as the
crossing of the Vosges Massif. More huts are due
to be installed in 2022.

© Parc naturel Régional des Vosges du Nord

www.parc-vosges-nord.fr/article/utes-pour-randonneurs-traversee-du-massif-des-vosges

Railbike through the Alsace Bossue > DRULINGEN

© Aurelien Munsch

The return journey by railbike (a small
trolley cycling platform) along the disused
railway between Drulingen and Schallbach
is a 13.4-kilometre ride through the rolling
hills and forests of the north-west of the
region in an area known as the Alsace
Bossue (hilly Alsace). Slight inclines and
gentle slopes make it easy pedalling
(approximately an hour and a half) in a
beautiful natural environment. As a bonus,
you often see storks.
New this year, visitors can hire an electric
vehicle that seats five people.
www.lesvelorailsdugrandest.fr
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All-terrain e-scooter > LA PETITE PIERRE
A fun new activity – the only one of its kind – is
available at La Petite Pierre in the Northern Vosges
Regional Nature Park: you can hire an all-terrain
electric scooter! The e-scooters are the latest addition
to the range of two-wheelers for hire (mountain bikes
and e-mountain bikes). They are silent,
environmentally friendly – and super easy to learn to
ride! Follow one of two trails (15 or 29 km) specially
adapted for the scooters – the paths are wide enough
for you to ride safely and share the space with other
users. A great way to explore the beautiful landscape
of the Northern Vosges Regional Nature Park.
www.locbike-trot.fr
© CCHLPP

A PGI for the Alsace Potteries > SOUFFLENHEIM – BETSCHDORF
Protected geographical indication (PGI) for industrial
and craft products is a quality label aiming to protect
and promote the traditions and manufacturing
techniques associated with the place of origin of
specific products. The “Alsace Potteries” label, which
was introduced in December 2021, gives consumers a
guarantee as to the quality and authenticity of the
items made by the craft potters of Alsace, and
highlights the value of the potters’ centuries-old skills
and their creations, emblematic of northern Alsace.
The potters of Soufflenheim are specialised in
kitchenware; those of Betschdorf in decorative items,
jugs and vases.
The first pottery products to be stamped with the
“Alsace Potteries” label will go on sale in the first half
of 2022.
www.potiers-alsace.com

© Potiers d'Alsace - J. GRAESSEL- Preview - ADT
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PARCHEMIN, the new “guide to Strasbourg” app > STRASBOURG
Strasbourg city council has commissioned a new, fun
and informative city guide. Developed by Pandore et
Brave New Media, Tango&Scan 2021 awardwinners, this new app takes the form of a chatbot
that takes you on a guided tour, combining an
exploration of the city’s history and heritage with
games and virtual reality. Its multimedia and techaugmented content adopts a more modern approach
to culture, aimed at the 18-35 age range. It has been
available since January 2022.
www.visitstrasbourg.fr/applications/

© l’atelier Pandore et Barve New Media

The new planetarium > STRASBOURG

© NC

The University of Strasbourg is overseeing
construction of its new planetarium, to be
housed in a cone-shaped structure next to
which a cylindrical building will house the
reception area of the Jardin des Sciences.
The planetarium will be equipped with a
digital 15-metre screen and astronomical
simulator, offering an immersive discovery
experience. The new buildings, set in a vast
park that will be open to the public, are
located in the Neustadt district, not far from
the Botanical Gardens, the Museum of
Seismology, and the Zoological Museum.
The planetarium is due to open at the end of
2022.
www.jardin-sciences.unistra.fr
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Taaka Beer Spa: the first beer spa in France >
STRASBOURG
The concept: a soak in a wooden bathtub filled
with hot water and the natural ingredients used
for brewing beer, while sipping a drink from a
local craft brewery. This innovative spa offers the
relaxing benefits of a traditional wellness
establishment, combined with the conviviality of
beer culture. There are three steps to the
treatment. First you spend 15 minutes in the
sauna to relax and prepare your body to receive
the benefits of the hop and malt bath. Next you
plunge into the bathtubs made of larch wood.
Here, you can also refresh yourself with a cool
craft beer, hop lemonade or other typical Alsatian
drink. The session ends with 15-minutes’
relaxation to allow the benefits of the bath to
suffuse your body.
Located right in the middle of Strasbourg, this
wellness centre is a bubble of tranquillity in the
heart of the city. The decor is all curves, arches
and rounded edges, enhanced with copper details
and infused with the scent of larch wood. An
intimate, cosy, relaxing atmosphere envelopes you
as soon as you step inside.

www.taakabeerspa.com

© Nick Mayorov
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Follow the printers – augmented reality
mobile app > STRASBOURG
Sur la route des imprimeurs (On the printers’
route) is a project that uses innovative
technologies to bring cultural heritage alive. It
involves the development of an app containing
historical content that visitors can access to
bring alive a lost or hidden element of cultural
heritage thanks to interactive, life-size, 3D,
augmented reality images. App in hand, users
stroll around the selected district and access
life-size augmented reality content. Guided by
the app, they will see interactive multimedia
content appear and will be able to take part in
an investigation as a result of which the
proposed cultural content will be revealed. The
expected outcomes of the project are to
showcase works of art, monuments and
techniques, and to make available cultural
content that would otherwise be inaccessible
or that has disappeared. The aim is to
demonstrate how the tool can build bridges
between heritage and new technologies. It is
hoped that this attractive tool will be
replicated and used elsewhere, encouraging the
region’s cultural tourism professionals to make
use of new technologies and create new
opportunities to showcase and promote its
heritage. The project is also adapted to the
current restrictions due to the health crisis –
it’s highly intuitive and can be easily used by
members of the public with no need for a guide.

© NC

Municipal Baths > STRASBOURG
Built between 1905 and 1908, the Municipal
Baths are one of the architectural gems of
Strasbourg’s Neustadt district and were listed as
a historic monument in 2017. They have been
renovated by Eiffage Construction Alsace. By the
end of 2021 the public has discovered the
revamped Baths, with their new garden and
outdoor pool. The Baths also feature wellness and
spa treatments (priced separately) including
sauna, jacuzzi, salt cave and access to the outdoor
pool. Nuxe proposes treatments and massages.
Next door to the Baths, the former medicinal wing
will house France’s largest “Maison Sport Santé”
(a government initiative to promote the health
benefits of doing physical exercise). This is due to
reopen early in 2023.

© Patrick Bogner

www.bainsmunicipauxdestrasbourg.fr

NAO, the new generation luxury motorboat > STRASBOURG
Batorama is launching a new water taxi service,
called NAO. The Scandinavian-designed luxury
motorboat can take up to 11 passengers and is also
available for private hire, with a Batorama pilot, if
you’re looking for an unusual way to visit Europe’s
capital city. Enjoy a gentle cruise through the heart of
Strasbourg or speed along the Rhine with the wind in
your hair!
Optional extras include a professional guide, fine
wines and a sweet or savoury hamper filled with local
seasonal products. The service will be available in
2022 and you can jump aboard NAO from ten
pontoons, whether for an exclusive private excursion
or just a quick water taxi hop.
© Julien Pontarolo

www.batorama.com/fr/NAO-bateau-electrique
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Opening of the SYNVIRA wine centre > STRASBOURG
SYNVIRA is an association of independent Alsatian
winegrowers who sell their wines directly to the
public. The association will shortly be opening a wine
“embassy” in the Neubau on Place Gutenberg, a 16thcentury historic building and the former chamber of
commerce. As well as being a sales outlet, the centre
will enable the winegrowers to showcase their
production and expertise. An appropriate activity for
the Neubau, 242 years after the departure of the
trade corporations!
www.alsace-du-vin.com

Astronomy workshop for children and an evening’s stargazing > MOSSIG & VIGNOBLE
Scientist and presenter Alexandra
Herrgott invites children and
budding astronomers on a fun and
unforgettable voyage across the
celestial vault to discover stars,
planets, galaxies, nebulae and star
clusters. Telescopes are available
and Alexandra is there to provide
explanations and answer any
questions.
www.mossig-vignoble-tourisme.fr

© Alexandra Herrgott
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“Ape” the primates’ behaviour: the new discovery activity at the Monkey Park > KINTZHEIM

© Montagne des singes

This new experience aims to raise awareness about
biodiversity in relation to primates, while allowing
visitors to walk among the Barbary macaques living
at the Monkey Park. Children are challenged to
imitate the behaviour and ways of moving of certain
species. Following a fun, educational agility circuit,
they have to try to reproduce certain aspects of the
primates’ behaviour: climb like a Barbary macaque,
jump like a lemur, swing like a gibbon, sleep like an
orangutan or walk like a gorilla. A discovery trail,
featuring an insect hotel, workshops on birds and
bats, and interactive panels, focuses on
environmental protection and biodiversity.
The activity and the trail are additional elements to
the usual visit, but access is included in the current
ticket price; there is no extra cost.
www.montagnedessinges.com

Argentin educational farm > LIEPVRE
This educational farm is located on a 10-hectare site
at Lièpvre (Haut-Rhin), at the foot of the Vosges
Mountains in central Alsace. Visitors follow an
interactive 2-kilometre trail “From Prehistoric times
to today” through the green valley, on which they
learn the fascinating history of agriculture. Gently
sloping (4%), the trail is accessible for persons with
reduced mobility. Visitors can also discover
aquaponics, take part in games and workshops at the
information centre, pet the animals in the indoor
mini-farm, and see animals close-up as they stroll
through the fields and orchards.
www.ferme-argentin.com
© NC
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BESTHEIM adds an exciting new wine tourism experience to its catalogue > BENNWIHR
The Bestheim winery proposes three innovative
experiences calling on the senses, the imagination and
– virtual reality.
Discovery wine-tasting session
Wine-tasting for beginners and an introduction to the
emblematic Alsatian grape varieties. Learn all about
the history of the winery and its quality wines, and
taste six Alsace wines, commented on by a
professional.
Moon Chasers' treasure
Explore the winery and discover the history of the
“Moon Chasers” by following a treasure hunt on the
hilltops of Bennwihr. You don’t need a guide – just the
map and logbook that you’ll be given as you leave the
wine cellar.
An immersive virtual reality experience
An original and unforgettable way to learn about the
history of the winery and how wine is made: a 360°
immersive VR experience in the company of the “Moon
Chasers”.
www.bestheim.com/fr/landing/368-oenotourisme

© Cave viticole de Bestheim

The Albert Schweitzer Centre for Peace > KAYSERSBERG

© Michel Spitz MSA

© W._Eugene_Smith

The former Albert Schweitzer Museum in
Kaysersberg retraces the Nobel prize-winner’s life
and work in Africa – humanitarian medicine, antiatomic bomb advocacy – a message that
resonates more than ever with many people today.
The Albert Schweitzer Centre is part of a wider,
more ambitious tourism and economic
development project for the medieval city, whose
heritage and Christmas market attract a million
visitors each year. With its distinctive
installations and use of innovative technology,
this centre, the only one of its kind in Alsace, will
offer a fun and original experience based around
the values advocated by Albert Schweitzer:
freedom, tolerance, and respect for others. In
defending these values, the Schweitzer Centre
hopes to become a worldwide centre for peace.
The Centre is due to reopen in autumn 2022.
https://fr-fr.facebook.com/centreschweitzerkbv/
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Art Cooking > COLMAR
Launched in 2015, the 181°C initiative has
become ART’COOKING. The main ingredients
haven’t changed – pleasure, learning to cook,
and the enjoyment of sharing an interest in the
culinary arts. The new team brings a new
energy and new recipes, and offers
participants a warm welcome to the revamped
workshop. Presiding in the kitchen is a trio of
top chefs who share a passion for flavourful
gourmet cuisine; Lucas Di Palma, Olivier Nasti
and Christophe Frey dispense cookery lessons
for individuals, groups and companies.
www.artcooking.fr

© Jonathan Florence Photographie

Dominicans of Colmar Library > COLMAR
The Dominicans of Colmar Library is a former
convent that has been fully renovated so that it can
house a rare book collection. It is due to open during
the first six months of 2022. The archives, spanning
800 m² on five floors, will house the collection on
eight kilometres of movable shelving. 12th- and 15thcentury architectural features have been restored and
will be highlighted for visitors.
www.dominicains.colmar.fr

© Bureau Manciulescu ACMH & associés
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Dr. Albert Schweitzer House > GUNSBACH
The Dr. Albert Schweitzer House has undergone
extensive renovation and an extension has been
added. The renovation work on the old house has
made it safer and more accessible for people with
reduced mobility, as well as improving conditions for
the conservation of the archives. The rooms have
been restored to their initial functions. Visitors can
learn about Albert Schweitzer’s life and work,
including his childhood in Gunsbach, his career as a
musician, theologian, philosopher, and doctor at the
hospital he founded in Lambaréné, and his
international fame as winner of the Nobel Peace
Prize. The new building will host temporary
exhibitions, workshops and other events aimed at
raising awareness of Schweitzer’s “Reverence for
Life” ethic, the principal mission of the museum
association. It is due to open in spring 2022.
www.schweitzer.org

© Maison Albert Schweitzer Gunsbach

TIMOTHY’S le brasseur du Pape > EGUISHEIM
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Timothy is an American citizen and former corporate
executive who previously worked in Switzerland. He and his
wife Hélène fell in love with Alsace, the Wine Route and, in
particular, the village of Eguisheim.
As the place where Pope Leo IX was born, elected France’s
favourite village in 2013, and awarded the Most Beautiful
Village in France label in 2003, Eguisheim is not lacking in
charms.
It was a radical lifestyle change for the couple, who set about
restoring a magnificent 16th-century winery in the centre of
the village, turning it into a craft brewery – with an authentic
Second World War Willys MB Jeep in the courtyard!
Drawing on his brewing experience acquired in the United
States at the University of Denver, Colorado, Timothy brews,
creates and sells his own brand of unique and original beers
that combine North American and traditional Alsatian recipes.
A tasting experience not to be missed in Alsace, the home of
gourmet food and cuisine, where the best white wines in the
world live in perfect harmony alongside its traditional,
distinctive beers.
www.brasserie-timothys.com

Archery Tag ® at Form’Aventures > SONDERNACH
Form’Aventures is an adventure park located at the
Munster Valley ski resort of Schnepfenried. In 2021 a
new activity was added to their menu: archery tag.
Popular in the United States, archery tag is a fun
team sport, played out of doors. Teams of four to
seven players, armed with bows and arrows and
using their archery skills and game strategy, try to hit
their opponents to get them out. The equipment –
bows, foam-tipped arrows and face shields – is
specially designed for archery tag, to ensure players’
safety.
To win, a team must get all the members of the
opposing team out, by hitting them with an arrow.
The game area includes camouflage zones where
players can hide, to protect themselves or ambush
their opponents. A monitor supervises the sessions,
which last approximately an hour and a half and
comprise several games each lasting between five
and ten minutes.
www.formaventures.com/battle-archery

© Quentin Gachon

A craft brewery at the Alsace Ecomuseum > UNGERSHEIM
To complete the part of the museum devoted to
brewing, an actual craft brewery has been
installed in the Alsace Ecomuseum. Thanks to a
partnership agreement, the Brasseries de l’Ill,
managed by Nicolas Gross, have moved their
craft brewery La Passerelle to the Ecomuseum,
where it has been open Tuesdays to Saturdays
since June 2021. Visitors can watch the brewers
at work and, of course, taste the beer.
www.ecomusee.alsace/fr

© John_Pixwild
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Upper Alsace Memorial > DANNEMARIE

© Pierre l'eXplorateur

The Memorial covers the period from the Franco-Prussian
war in 1870 to the end of the Second World War. The
principle behind the museum is not only to present the
military history of this period but also to show how this was a
particularly painful time, for Alsace in general and for
Sundgau in particular. Key themes explored are trench
warfare (one of the exhibits is a reconstructed trench), and
the day-to-day life of civilians living on the front line. Items
on display are taken from the museum’s collection of more
than 10,000 objects; they include uniforms, weapons, original
handwritten documents, and unique items such as the kepi of
Corporal Peugeot, the first French soldier to be killed in 1914.
www.memorial-haute-alsace.fr/en

Re-Naissance exhibition area > FERRETTE
Inaugurated on 20 October 2021 by Albert II,
prince of Monaco and Count of Ferrette, this
exhibition area is located on the ground floor of
the town hall, a listed building dating from 1572.
The permanent exhibition features chronological
panels in three languages (English, French and
German), an audiovisual presentation and a
model of Ferrette. It traces the history of the
town and county and their connections with the
Habsburgs, the family of Cardinal Mazarin and
the House of Grimaldi. Using a touchscreen,
visitors can watch videos about famous people
who have left their mark on Ferrette, such as the
artist Léon Lehmann, and other documentary
material.
www.tresorsdeferrette.fr

© Vianney Muller
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5. Accommodations & Restaurants

North to South

Hôtel-Restaurant La Couronne by K > REIPERTSWILLER
This hotel in the north of Alsace offers an opportunity to
get away from it all, benefit from the fresh air of the
Northern Vosges Nature Park, and savour an inventive,
inspired cuisine that changes with each season. It boasts
18 fully refurbished rooms with all mod cons, and a superb
terrace with seating for 30 looking out onto the gardens
and the forest. A lounge is available for business
meetings, and a meeting room equipped with an overhead
projector and WiFi can be hired for seminars for up to 35
people. There are plans for an extension including a suite
with sauna and, ultimately, a 1,400-m² spa.
The restaurant has just been awarded one toque in the
Gault & Millau Guide.
www.lacouronnebyk.fr
© La Couronne by K

HONIG by Kyriad > SCHILTIGHEIM
Honig By Kyriad is the new “eat, drink and socialise” venue
in Strasbourg Nord’s 3-star Kyriad Hotel – an open-plan
space with no strict dividing-lines between the bar,
restaurant and games areas. Customers are invited to enjoy
their food and drink in a friendly, relaxed atmosphere –
Honig’s keywords are cheerfulness, simplicity, generosity
and conviviality.
The food is attractive, tasty and local, based on traditional
home-made cuisine. While your appetite is whetted by the
famous red-label (free-range) Alsace chicken turning golden
on the rotisserie in the centre of the restaurant, it’s possible
– recommended in fact – to enjoy a game of giant Connect
4, darts, table football, shuffleboard or even Mario Kart
while sipping one of Strasbourg’s latest craft beers.
© Loic_Chalmandrier_New_Vision

https://strasbourg-nord-palais-des-congres.kyriad.com/frfr/hotel-restaurants/
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Citadines Eurometropole > STRASBOURG
This new luxury apart’hotel, located a stone’s throw
from the Espace Européen de l’Entreprise, welcomes
both business and leisure travellers. Conference and
seminar facilities are available for events catering for
up to 300 people in meeting rooms fully equipped
with the latest technology.
Design-wise, the look and feel are natural
throughout; the green roof and walls and natural
materials create a welcoming and relaxing
environment. On the wellness side, guests have
access to the Sothys’ spa with its swimming pool,
sauna, hammam and gym.
The gourmet restaurant, Braise par Substance, can
seat 100; its chef, Valérian Privat, is one of the
talents found by Groupe Eclore directed by Alsacian
Stéphane Manigold.
www.citadineseurometropolestrasbourg.com
© Fabrice Rambert

Dining in the dark – a unique sensory and human experience at the Hilton > STRASBOURG
This unique experience has been rolled out in a
number of cities worldwide and is now available at
the Hilton Strasbourg. Guests are served a surprise
gourmet menu in pitch darkness, accompanied
throughout the meal by a team of visually impaired
guides. A highly original experience that has diners
questioning their perceptions of taste as well as their
relations with the people around them. The idea is to
raise awareness about blindness and turn the tables
on society’s attitudes to disability.
https://strasbourg.danslenoir.com

28.

© Dans le Noir

Marriott Hotel & Marriott Residence Inn > STRASBOURG
Hotel group Marriott is building a hospitality
complex in the centre of Archipel, Strasbourg’s
new international business district and economic
hub, formerly known as Wacken-Europe. The
complex will house the head office of Puma France
and two Marriott franchises: a 4-star AC Marriott
hotel with 170 rooms and a Marriott Residence Inn
comprising 80 apartments. It also features a
rooftop restaurant with a panoramic view over the
city, including the Cathedral and the European
Parliament.
© Hôtel Marriott & Résidence

www.marriott.fr

Maison Rouge Strasbourg Hotel & Spa, Autograph Collection now has 5* rating > STRASBOURG
The full-scale refurbishment carried out during 2021
has transformed this historic hotel into a magnificent
5-star establishment, with a select offering of 131
rooms and suites. Quietly sophisticated, its elegant
and refined decor marries traditional Alsatian codes
with Art Deco touches reminiscent of the 1920s.
The 150-m² spa and relaxation area – with its
striking wood and black and white marble decor –
includes a hammam, a sauna, a jacuzzi and sensory
shower. The “1387” bar and restaurant welcomes
visitors and non-residents alike, who appreciate its
subdued, refined ambiance.
www.maison-rouge.com

© Christophe Bielsa
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4* Hôtel Léonor > STRASBOURG
This 4-star hotel has opened after a fouryear reconversion and refurbishment
programme that has given a new lease on
life to this prestigious 18th-century building
on rue de la Nuée-Bleue, right in the centre
of the city, formerly used as a tribunal and
then a police station. Blending tradition
with modernity, the refurbishment has
successfully conserved the original façades
of this listed building and harmoniously
integrated two new, more modern wings.
With its bar, restaurant and magnificent
500-m2 central courtyard, the Hôtel Léonor
offers guests an immersive experience,
allowing them to make the most of the
moment in a beautiful environment.
The 116 rooms and suites were designed by
Jean-Philippe Nuel. This is one of his major
projects in the Grand Est region.
www.leonor-hotel.com

© Nicolas Matheus

4* Hôtel des Vosges - Best Western Premier Collection > STRASBOURG

© Hôtel des Vosges
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Ideally situated on place de la Gare, the prestigious
Hôtel des Vosges BW Premier Collection has
successfully completed its extensive refurbishment, in
which contemporary notes blend with historical
features. The 4-star establishment has achieved the
feat of transporting guests back to 1930s Art Deco
chic while at the same time offering all the latest
facilities. The 63 rooms are decorated in a casual but
elegant style based on pastel tones underlined with
touches of black and metalwork. The fitness area
offers a wonderful moment of wellness and
relaxation. The restaurant serves an authentic,
refined cuisine combining local products with a
cosmopolitan inspiration. An unobtrusive entrance
leads to a basement bar, perfect for a drink with
friends or colleagues. The hotel’s facilities also
include three meeting rooms with a total surface area
of 120 m², ideal for organising prestigious events of
up to 120 people.
www.hoteldesvosges-strasbourg.com

The People Hostel > STRASBOURG
This innovative youth hostel offers an
ideal accommodation solution for young
people and families, with its 59 rooms
and 264 beds as well as catering
facilities. The building is a former tobacco
factory, transformed into a modern and
welcoming venue that continues to reflect
Alsatian culture. It is situated in the heart
of the city in the Krutenau district.
© HDR

www.thepeoplehostel.com/fr/

6717 Nature Hôtel & Spa > OTTROTT

© NC

Created in 1988 in what used to be a Benedictine
convent, the hotel has now been fully refurbished, and
an extension added. A series of suites and a new
2,500-m² spa have been built, linking the two historic
buildings.
The hotel, in Ottrott – a village on the Alsace Wine
Route reputed for its production of the only red
Alsatian wine – has 35 rooms including the 15 new
6717 suites known as Les Terrasses. These range in
size from 50 to 80 m², all offering a panoramic view
over the surrounding countryside. They have their
own spa bath and/or hammam, and a terrace of
between 20 and 80 m².
The hotel complex is situated in a vast six-hectare
park of woodland and vineyards at the foot of Mont
Sainte-Odile and the Vosges mountains. The 6717
also has a Lounge Bar and two gourmet restaurants
– Le Garden and La Table du 6717.
www.6717hotelspa.com
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Nutchel Glamping > PLAINE
This new accommodation trend (the word is a
combination of “glamorous” and “camping”) is
popular with nature-lovers seeking tranquillity and
freedom, and who want to enjoy an outdoor stay
without relinquishing their home comforts. The
Nutchel glamping opened in summer 2021 with 40
cabins set in the heart of a protected natural
environment. Guests reconnect with the simple
things in life and enjoy being close to nature. It’s an
opportunity to switch off, take time and enjoy being
with your friends or family. There’s a camping side to
the experience (wood-burning stoves, candles, oil
lamps, etc.) but the cabins have all mod cons – cosy
corners in which to curl up, spacious beds, showers
with hot water, and real toilets! Each cabin also has a
gas barbecue, so you can cook and eat out of doors in
winter as well as in summer.
Set at the edge of the forest, the south-facing cabins
blend perfectly into the environment.

© Anki Lazyfit

www.nutchel.fr

Nouvelles suites à Villa de la Cheneaudière & Spa > COLROY-LA-ROCHE

© Thomas Devard

A family hotel par excellence, La Cheneaudière has
recently seen extensive work being done on the Villa
François, the former residence of the establishment’s
founders Arlette and Marcel François.
Three new spacious, communicating suites have
recently opened, which groups, families or couples can
book separately or together. The ground floor of the Villa
comprises the Marcel Suite (52 m²) and the Arlette Suite
(62 m² plus a 45-m² terrasse), while the first floor houses
the Mireille Suite (76 m² plus a 12-m² balcony).
By combining natural and contemporary elements, with
the underlying idea of enhancing the natural elements of
the decor, the refurbishment has retained the soul of the
family home while fully modernising the facilities.
www.cheneaudiere.com/fr/villas.html
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The Ribeauvillé Hôtel & Spa > RIBEAUVILLE
Closed for the past ten years, the renovation of
this boutique hotel was completed in 2021. It is
reopening its doors as a 4-star establishment,
blending the comfort of a modern hotel with the
charm of a bygone era. Located in the centre of
Ribeauvillé, the Ribeauvillé Hôtel & Spa features
double rooms, family rooms for up to four guests
as well as family suites and communicating
rooms that can accommodate up to eight guests.
It has an indoor heated swimming pool with
jacuzzi as well as a spa (sauna, hammam and
relaxation area).

© Hôtel & Spa Ribeauvillé

www.hotelsparibeauville.com

The Empire Lounge at the Julien Binz Restaurant > AMMERSCHWIHR

© Weiss

Restaurant Julien Binz’s new “chic of
intimacy” lounge, with its decor of black
wood enhanced here and there by mouldings
and gildings, holds two or three tables
serving lunch or dinner. It is also available
for private hire, with a single-table set-up
and additional sofa seating.
The lounge is designed around a remarkable
piece of furniture: a console featuring
illuminated niches and two finely chiselled
columns serves as a setting for an
impressively large, gold-framed mirror that
reflects and enhances the decorative
elements of this elegant room.

https://restaurantjulienbinz.com/le-salon-empire-le-chic-de-lintimite/
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The Esquisse Hotel & Spa by MGallery and JY’S
Restaurant > COLMAR

© David Grimbert

The Husseren Collections Hotel Spa
> HUSSEREN-LES-CHATEAUX
The 4-star Husseren Collections Hotel Spa
is situated in the heart of the forest and at
the foot of the three castles from which the
place takes its name.
In a tranquil natural setting with stunning
views, ideally situated close to the Alsace
Wine Route, 2 kilometres from Eguisheim
(voted France’s favourite village in 2013)
and 6 kilometres from Colmar. Fully
renovated and rebuilt, this museum hotel
(artworks from the owner’s private collection
are on display), has been expanded from 38
to 74 rooms, all equipped with broadband
WiFi and latest generation TV. A restaurant
with a panoramic terrace and a spa on the
edge of the forest will enchant walkers and
those in search of relaxation.
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Shaded by the lime trees lining the Champ de Mars
park, a stone’s throw from the canals of Little Venice,
and alongside the typical Alsatian timber-framed
houses, this 5-star hotel opened in summer 2021. The
main decorative element in the lobby is a monumental
mask that sets the artistic note and poetic tone of the
whole hotel. The 62 rooms, suites and penthouse
apartments, exude this same atmosphere – a blend of
art and luxury. Behind a vast bay window, the 2-star
Michelin JY’S Restaurant and chef Jean-Yves
Schillinger are ready to take guests on a gustatory
journey featuring a cosmopolitan, succulent and
delicate cuisine that marries local products with
flavours from around the world. In this sumptuous
setting, the 500-m² Spa by Clarins, suffused by the soft
colours of the Esquisse’s decor, offers a moment of
supreme relaxation. Or you may prefer the gym.
The ground floor, looking out onto the Champ de Mars
park, features three meeting rooms bathed in natural
light and fully equipped to host seminars and
conferences of up to 90 people.
www.lesquisse-colmar.com

www.hotel-spa-collections.com

© Romain Seignez

Nordic Spa at the Domaine du Hirtz > WATTWILLER
In the heart of the Ballons des Vosges Regional Nature Park, the Domaine du Hirtz Ecolodge
complex recently completed the second phase of construction of a new 3,300-m² Nordic Spa.
Treatments are based on the thermal cycle, alternating 15 minutes of heat, 1 minute of cold and 20
minutes of relaxation. Follow a 350-metre pathway through the Nordic village to discover the
numerous facilities installed in twelve different buildings. Wellness experiences include:
balneotherapy pool, sauna, hammam, aromatic shower, outdoor whirlpool hot tubs, Nordic grotto,
sauna in the forest, float spa or infrared sauna bed, five-senses observatory, and Altitude
experience.

© Domaine du Hirtz

www.domaine-hirtz.com

The Astronome rooftop bar-restaurant > MULHOUSE
With a breath-taking view over Mulhouse, the Astronome, the first rooftop bar-restaurant in
Mulhouse and its region, is set to become the city’s trendiest address. A “spatial-tropical” decor
stretching over 250 m² including indoor and outdoor areas. Prices range from €6 to €15 and the
menu changes with each season. The wine list is remarkable, with 35 references, while caipirinha
is a favourite on the cocktail menu.

© Catherine Kohler

www.instagram.com/astronome_rooftop
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6. Events & Exhibitions
slowUp on the Alsace Wine Route > 5 June 2022
The go-to event that combines cycling and wine tourism,
slowUp Alsace takes place on the first Sunday in June. The
31-km route, between Châtenois, Bergheim and Sélestat in
the idyllic setting of the Alsace Wine Route at the foot of
Haut-Koenigsbourg Castle, is closed to motorised traffic
and reserved for pedestrians and cyclists between 10.00
am and 6.00 pm. If that’s too far for you, try one of the
loops – they start at 8 km. The event is completely free,
and you don’t need to register – just join the route at any
point. Programme of activities throughout the day.
www.slowup-alsace.fr

Strasbourg mon amour > STRASBOURG > February 2022

Strasbourg is one of France’s most romantic cities,
and for ten days in February the capital of Alsace
holds an extended Valentine’s Day celebration with
an event called “Strasbourg mon Amour.” A
programme at once poetic, glamourous, cultural,
and certainly not run-of-the-mill.
www.strasbourg-monamour.eu
© Vincent Muller
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1982 – 2022 : the 40th anniversary of the Musée de l’Automobile – Collection Schlumpf >
MULHOUSE > April to October 2022
The National Automobile Museum Schlumpf Collection in
Mulhouse is home to one of the world’s largest collections
of cars. To celebrate its 40th anniversary, the Museum is
offering the public a chance to discover 40 vehicles and 40
objects that have never been on display before. These
include a sedan chair, an ornately decorated sledge, and
cars in their original state as they arrived at the museum
before being restored. For the first time since the museum
opened, visitors will be allowed to go behind the scenes and
admire unique vehicles, objects and documents acquired by
the Schlumpf brothers and normally kept in store. Another
highlight – thanks to augmented reality it will be possible
to admire the Hotchkiss 80M in its full unrestored
splendour, as it looked in its heyday.

© Philippe LORTSCHER

www.musee-automobile.fr

The Printemps du Retable, celebrating the restoration of Grünewald’s Isenheim Altarpiece >
Musée Unterlinden > COLMAR > 1 April to 30 June 2022

© Musée Unterlinden

The restoration of the Isenheim Altarpiece, which started in
2018 with work on the sculptures, decorative elements and
predella, is nearing completion. The final phase will take place
in the Museum in Colmar, starting on 17 January and
continuing through until March. The frame of the Crucifixion
will be restored in situ using a laser technique. Despite
lockdown and the closure of the museum in 2020, the restorers
were able to continue their work, consolidating the panels
depicting the Concert of Angels, the Virgin Mary and Christ,
the Visit of Saint Anthony to Saint Paul, and the Aggression of
Saint Anthony. Working meticulously, they have restored the
painted layer, bringing to light the vivacity of the colours in
Grünewald’s masterpiece and revealing him to be a colourist of
the first order. The frames have also been restored to their
original splendour. Visitors can once again admire the restored
sculptures now that these have been returned to the chapel.
From 1 April until the end of June 2022, the Musée Unterlinden
will be organising “Le Printemps du Retable”, a series of events,
including concerts, plays and talks, to celebrate this remarkable
restoration project.
www.musee-unterlinden.com
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The neighbourhood garden festival (Landesgartenschau)> NEUENBURG AM RHEIN
> 22 April to 3 October 2022

The European Collectivity of Alsace is participating in the RiveRhin neighbourhood garden
festival (or Landesgartenschau) taking place in the neighbouring German town of Neuenburg am
Rhein during 2022.
Activities will be organised on a 23-hectare area bordering the Rhine. Pride of place is given to
gardens and gardening, but many other topics of interest are featured around the theme of good
neighbourly relations – involving the region's French and Swiss neighbours – including the
natural world, ecology, music, gastronomy and local history.
The programme includes 2,000 exhibitions, concerts, workshops and live performances. The
festival aims to reinforce community links and unearth artistic and other talent. Visitors will be
able to stop for a rest in the wild orchards or taste Alsatian, Swiss and regional specialities.
The European Collectivity of Alsace and its partners will have a stand promoting Destination
Alsace.

www.neuenburg2022.de/bienvenue-les-amis
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Tous aux Châteaux ! (Off to the Castles) > ALSACE > 1 May 2022

2022 will see a wide variety of events and activities
organised in the framework of the popular event
known as Tous aux Châteaux ! (Off to the Castles)
during which members of the public are invited to
explore the castles and fortified towns and cities in
Alsace.
- On 1 May, various associations and volunteers will
welcome visitors to over 30 medieval sites and
propose a range of activities including guided tours,
jousting, archery and crossbow taster sessions, and
games.
- The Flight of Icarus is an innovative virtual reality
experience, and the only one of its kind in France.
Fitted out with a VR headset, fly into the air and get
a bird’s-eye view of some of the castles and fortified
cities of Alsace along the Route des Châteaux et
Cités Fortifiées d’Alsace.
- Les Mets’diévales is a programme of musical and
storytelling performances, usually combined with a
walk and a picnic or a tasting of local products,
organised on some of the sites along this same Route.
- A stunning programme of light displays, including
two evenings of projection mapping at Ferrette as
part of the Médiévales festival (on the last weekend
of June) and seven 360° projections (between spring
and autumn 2022) linked with seven castles in Alsace
and the Vosges Mountains.
Please note that the events are subject to
cancellation or modification, depending on the
evolution of the Covid-19 pandemic and the relevant
rules.
www.alsaceterredechateaux.com

© ADT-E.List
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Springtime in the forest > BRUCHE Valley > 21 and 22 May 2022
This family weekend event could be described in slow
tourism terms as “following the Bruche river,
surrounded by the forest that preserves us, let’s get
back to basics!” How much do we really know about
the forest? Organised around four main themes, the
weekend aims to encourage the public to find out
more about forests as a resource, forestry skills and
expertise, wood and how it’s used, and to enjoy some
cultural, fun and food-related activities.
Guided tours, exhibitions, visits to woodworkers’
workshops, and other activities are taking place
along the railway line and cycle route between
Strasbourg and Saint-Dié-des-Vosges. Explore the
forest on foot, by bike or by train.

www.leprintempsdelaforet.com

SPROCHRENNER – A fun run to promote the Alsatian language and Alsatian culture > ALSACE
> 4 to 6 June 2022
Sprochrenner is a popular fun relay race, in
which handing over the baton symbolises the
transmission of Alsace’s linguistic and intangible
cultural heritage from one generation to the next.
The 375-kilometre route passes through a
hundred towns and villages from the south to the
north of Alsace, with a couple of excursions into
Germany and Switzerland. The run starts in
Basel, where a group of young people from the
Three Borders area will give participants a
rock’n’roll send-off with a concert in Alemannic.
The event aims to give people a sense of
belonging to this cultural, economic and
European area of the Upper Rhine while they
enjoy a fun run.
www.sprochrenner.alsace
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100 Years of the Lalique Manufactory > WINGEN-SUR-MODER > 18 June to 7 November 2022
In 1922, the first furnace was fired up in the Alsatian glass
factory where the House of Lalique produces its precious
works of art. On the occasion of the 100th anniversary of
the Manufacture in 2022, which also happens to be the
International Year of Glass for the UN, the Museum
Lalique will tell the story of the 100 years of the House of
Lalique in Wingen-sur-Moder in its summer exhibition.
This exhibition will not only highlight the creative work
and address the technical issues, but will also honour the
glassmakers, tailors, potters, glassmakers, directors...who
were actors in this fabulous story. A unique opportunity to
discover the history of the place with testimonies collected
for the occasion, while admiring the emblematic creations
in glass and later in crystal that made the family's
reputation. Today, almost 250 men and women, including
8 of the best workers in France, continue to perpetuate the
know-how in Wingen-sur-Moder. At the same time, the
Manufacture is expanding and equipping itself with
innovative technologies to meet the challenges of the
future. To this day, it is the only Lalique production site in
the world.

www.jaim-festival.fr

www.musee-lalique.com

JAIM (Jeux, Arts & Industrie Mulhouse) >
MULHOUSE > 24, 25 and 26 June 2022

An industrial – and emotional – revolution!
This eclectic festival, blending games, the arts and industry
– the only one of its kind in France – proposes three days of
free, fun and cultural events aimed at children, students and
families, highlighting the role played by industry in the
region. Events include shows (industry night and soapbox
races) and there is a focus on innovation, experimentation
(assembling robots) and discovering the glorious industrial
history of South Alsace. The region’s industrial heritage
dates back to 1746. Did you know that Alstom, Alcatel, BNP
and Schlumberger all originated in Mulhouse? This
remarkable focal point of an important chapter in France’s
industrial history remains, however, little-known.
Fun and with something for everyone, the festival will
showcase the inventiveness of past and present industries,
in particular textiles (spinning, weaving and dyeing) and
mechanical engineering, plus its associated chemical
products, by exploring their applications and future
prospects and looking at how they contribute to the
development of society.
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The 1st European Automotive and Ecomobility Concours d’Elegance > STRASBOURGBISCHHEIM > 1, 2 and 3 July 2022
The Château d’Angleterre in Bischheim is hosting the
first European Automotive and Ecomobility Concours
d’Elegance on 2 and 3 July 2022 – open to clubs and
collectors from 1 July. Starting in April 2022, the
organisers propose 30 itineraries enabling
participating car and motorcycle club members or
collectors from ten European countries to explore the
area. The meeting at Bischheim will take place on an
area of 2,500 m², and up to 20,000 visitors are
expected over the three days. As well as the elegance
contests, there will be an art exhibition, music and
dancing at the Guinguette, a family games area, and
multiple eateries.
www.strasbourg-passions-et-elegance.eu

Alsace Rallye Festival (Slowly Sideways France) > MOLSHEIM > August 2022
This event is something of a moving museum; it
gives car rally enthusiasts an opportunity to
admire some of the iconic models from the 1960s
to the early years of the 21st century. Huge
numbers of spectators gather each year to watch
the cars – from Alpine Berlinettas and Peugeot
205 Turbo 16s to Lancia Stratos and Audi
Quattros – that have made 40 years of car rally
history take to the demonstration courses (the
roads are closed to traffic).
As in 2019, Molsheim is the focal point of the
event. Here, members of the public can meet
some of the numerous rally champions who take
part in the festival each year (past champions
include Jean Ragnotti, Stig Blomqvist and
Sébastien Loeb).
Up to 120 teams from some fifteen countries are
due to arrive in August to take part in this
international event.

www.alsace-rallye-festival.com
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·Some important anniversaries that
will be celebrated in 2022

The 70th anniversary of the European
Parliament
The 150th anniversary of the Club Vosgien
(Vosges Club rambling association)
The 125th anniversary of the “Red Rectangle”
hiking trail

7. What's on the horizon 2023 and beyond
The Wesserling Park Textile Ecomuseum > WESSERLING
The transformation of Wesserling Park into an ecomuseum
is a cultural tourism project benefitting from support at
national level. The site is set to become a major tourist
attraction, where visitors can discover an important part of
the region’s industrial heritage, specifically the textile
industry, in a beautiful natural environment. Work has
already started and will include the renovation of the
château. Wesserling château and its park, an exceptionally
beautiful 41-hectare site, were created in the 17th century
by the prince abbots of Murbach, who at that time owned
the Saint-Amarin Valley. In 1762 one of the buildings was
rented to a group of industrialists who turned it into a
textile printing factory; it became a royal manufactory in
1786. During the 19th century, the industrial site expanded
dramatically, coming to occupy nearly 41 hectares,
including 17 hectares of park and gardens and 24 hectares
of magnificent factory buildings. This extensive renovation
of Wesserling Park will result, when the ecomuseum opens
in 2023, in an enhanced visitor experience with a guided
circuit starting out from the renovated château and taking
in the whole site.

© Steeve Josh

Renovation of the Zoological Museum > STRASBOURG

©NC

The Zoological Museum is undergoing a major
renovation, the purpose of which is to modernise the
collections, enhance visitor experience, and develop
scientific mediation activities aimed at different target
groups. Once the renovation is completed in 2023, the
museum will benefit from 2,600 m² of floor space, 2,000
m² of which will be given over to exhibitions (compared to
1,500 m² pre-renovation). The entrance area and a space
for welcoming school groups and holding educational
workshops will take up a further 600-m². The complex
will also house offices, storerooms, logistics areas and
technical facilities, as well as rooms used for higher
education purposes. The four exhibition areas will focus
on the animal kingdom, local ecosystems, global
biodiversity, and nature in the laboratory.
The museum is due to reopen in 2023.
www.musees.strasbourg.eu
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70th anniversary of the Alsace Wine Route
The Alsace Wine Route will celebrate its 70th
anniversary in 2023. It was the first wine route in
France, and to this day its exceptional yet simpleto-follow itinerary is still one of the region’s bestknown attractions. The route winds for more than
170 kilometres from north to south through the
hills and vineyards. An enchanting, undulating
circuit – the hillside vineyards on which the seven
major Alsatian grape varieties are grown (Pinot
Blanc, Pinot Gris, Pinot Noir, Sylvaner,
Gewurztraminer,
Muscat,
and
Riesling)
alternating with flower-bedecked villages with
their narrow streets and typical houses clustered
around the belfry.
www.wineroute.alsace
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200th anniversary of the birth of Théodore Deck
In 2023, Alsace will celebrate the anniversary of the birth of famous 19th-century ceramicist
Théodore Deck, who was born in Guebwiller in 1823. Deck opened his decorative faience
(earthenware) factory in Paris and at the height of his career was director of the Sèvres porcelain
manufactory. The Pays de Florival & Théodore Deck Museum houses a prestigious public
collection of the artist’s work. The pieces on display, inspired by the Renaissance, the Far East and
Asia, take visitors on a journey through the imagery of the 19th century. Deck worked with the best
painters and sculptors of his day, including Albert Anker. He is most famous for his signature
turquoise blue colour which in French is named after him – the “bleu Deck”.
https://www.visit.alsace/269000015-musee-theodore-deck-et-des-pays-du-florival/

Plans for a 5* hotel > COLMAR

© NC

Plans are being developed for the construction of a
5-star hotel in Colmar’s typical and charming
Little Venice district in 2024. Right in the centre of
the city, on the banks of the River Lauch, an Art
Nouveau villa and 4,700 m2 of grounds form a
stunning setting for the construction of a high-end
hotel that will perfectly round off Colmar’s
accommodation offering. The initiative has been
launched by Nicolas Decker, owner-manager of La
Cheneaudière & Spa (a Relais & Châteaux hotel at
Colroy-la-Roche, 45 km from Colmar). The future
luxury hotel will feature some 25 suites, a spa and
a concept restaurant.
The project has an estimated budget of 10 to 12
million euros.

Tourism and leisure development on the Île du Rhin Nord > NEUF-BRISACH
This exceptional site, winding between the Rhine and the Grand Canal d’Alsace, as if suspended
between France and Germany but linking the two, geographically symbolises a new European
area. The aim of this medium-term project (2023/2024) is to rethink the land use and planning of
the Île du Rhin as an integrated, cross-border space, and to develop new tourist facilities.
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